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About JSAP  

JSAP encourages theory and research based articles written with an aim to spread and 

propagate the knowledge and practice of ‘Shuddha Ayurveda’ and of different research activities 

and studies carried out by professional Ayurvedic physicians and academicians. 

JSAP shall essentially promote the use of Ayurvedic terminology. Appropriate translations or 

explanations shall be offered only for the purpose of proper comprehension, as and when 

necessary. 

All intellectual and scientific communication regarding interpretation of texts, documentation 

styles, practical skills and techniques etc. which would facilitate the understanding and practice 

of ‘Shuddha Ayurveda’ is welcome in JSAP. 

The journal shall accept the articles based on pathological, prognostic, diagnostic and 

therapeutic studies, presented strictly in the framework of basic principles of Ayurveda. 

To summarize it in a nutshell - all the knowledge helpful to  groom students to become ’Shuddha 

Ayurveda’ practitioners and promote the practice of ‘Shuddha Ayurveda’ would potentially be a 

part of the Journal for Shuddha Ayurveda Practitioners. 
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EDITORIAL POLICY 

 The editorial policy for JSAP is designed with the aim to propagate study, research and 

practice of the principles of Shuddha Ayurveda. Articles principally based on the Ayurvedic 

terminology, understanding and interpretation and those, which include modern 

investigations as additional information, shall be accepted. 

 

 It is a humble request that the authors write their manuscripts with a purely Ayurvedic 

outlook but under no circumstances aim to malign or criticize the modern medical sciences. 

Articles should be written solely with an aim of publicizing Ayurvedic research and 

understanding, training students and generating awareness about the immense potential 

and the broad outlook of the teachings of the ancient science of Ayurveda. 

 

 Authors should take the review process positively, understanding that endeavors setting 

high standards for writing articles using purely Ayurvedic terminology and study parameters. 

 

 Efforts by the authors are always appreciated and the reviewers are instructed to offer 

dispassionate reviews and comments to encourage better writing. 

 

 The journal policy has been framed with the primary aim of promotion of Shuddha 

Ayurveda. The ‘Journal for Shuddha Ayurveda Practitioners’ intends to publish articles in the 

interest of all: the students of Ayurveda, Ayurvedic physicians, scholars, authors, reviewers 

and editors. 

 

 This document for editorial policy shall be modified/ revised based on experiences and 

responses after publication of every three issues. Any modification to the document shall be 

effected only after the consent of the Editorial Review Board.  
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INAUGURAL EDITORIAL 

Vd. Sanjay Pendse, Chairman, Global Ayurveda Foundation, Pune 

Why another journal in the first place and why the thrust on SHUDDHA AYURVEDA? Would 

be the obviously arising questions when the people from the fraternity of Ayurveda would 

come across this publication. 

Most of the contemporary publications in the field of Medicine of course have an inclination 

towards material that is related to current health problems of the society arising from the 

current lifestyle and aptly so. Journals of Ayurveda have no reason to be exceptions in this 

regard. The material published in all these, usually addresses the diagnostic, therapeutic and 

drug related issues in the jargon of the allopathic medicine. In effect, the understanding of 

all health problems largely remains from the perspective of allopathic medicine. We intend 

to and aim towards creating awareness regarding the fact that Ayurveda has a completely 

different diagnostic and therapeutic perspective regarding the same health problems or for 

that matter all health related issues. This should of course begin from the practitioners of 

Ayurveda – hence this journal for them and the FOCUS on SHUDDHA AYURVEDA. 

The contemporary education system for Ayurveda has never been conducive to encourage 

the practice of textual principles of Ayurveda. The situation we are in today in this regard 

has its roots in the socio political conditions of our nation in the last few centuries. Some of 

the erstwhile rulers have positively destructed whatever was the knowledge and culture of 

this land. While whatever had been saved and practiced through that era was further 

diluted during the colonial rule. Further, the colonial rulers did not directly destruct the 

knowledge and culture but tinkered with all the indigenous systems and infiltrated them 

with the thoughts and knowledge of their system. During this era the native people were 

made to believe that they were a part of a decadent culture and also that all the ancient 

knowledge was either redundant or needed to be assessed on parameters brought in 

through the developments in the fields of science taking place in their land.  As a result, 

many much believed and deep-rooted practices in the society were either abolished or 

made to be authenticated and altered on the basis of new principles. 

 

All the streams of knowledge existing in our land had their own course of evolution. That 

would have continued through the times and the thoughts and needs of the people of our 

land in the absence of the above mentioned invasions. Due to this interference, this flow 

has been severed and our perception about all our ancient knowledge has been skewed. As 

a result, today, it is a popular notion that all the knowledge from the ancient times needs to 

be researched and improved upon through modern technology and current day principles of 
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science. We forget in this regard a very fundamental thing that if we wish to research or 

improve upon anything that has been existing and in practice for ages, we need to 

understand the same as it is, in the first place. We tend to presume that it is not suitable for 

our era when we haven’t even taken the effort to understand it, as it is. And still we are in a 

hurry to research and improve it. Even worse is the fact that, people who hardly have read 

anything from the texts of Ayurveda blatantly opine that research through modern 

technology is a must for Ayurveda. 

 

Nobody is going to be averse to any kind of good development in an applied science that 

serves a very primary need of the society. Ayurveda, by the commitments we find in its texts 

has always been against stagnation of knowledge. The expectation that it should keep 

developing with times has been distinctly stated at many instances in the texts. Hadn’t it 

been so a treatise like Ashtanga hridaya would never have come into existence. The author 

of this grantha clearly states that he is doing this job to keep the practice of the science in 

tune with the times (युगानुरूपसंदर्भः). (Here it should be noted that Vagbhata is not just an 

abridgement and rearrangement of previous texts but it gives a new perspective to the 

principles and actually new material for clinical application). 

 

As such, we are aware that we should not shut ourselves upon the possibilities of 

developments in the practice of Ayurveda, but at the same time we vehemently say that 

these developments should not be haphazard and like pieces attached to the severed ends 

of the original stream. We should study the existing material to bring about complete 

understanding of whatever is available of the classic texts today, attempt to establish the 

flow as true to the original as possible and then think of research and developments based 

on contemporary technology. Till the time that is achieved it should really be a re-search of 

the texts and works pertaining to addition of information wherever necessary. 

 

The reason behind dwelling on these issues is to elaborate about the situation in which the 

syllabi of the innumerable courses of Ayurveda have been designed in the colonial as well as 

post independence period. There has never been a clear consensus on this issue, and even 

after the formation of CCIM in 1971 there never has been a syllabus for Ayurveda which 

made the students learn all the available classics in their true measure. If it had been so for 

a few generations, we would have had a good number of people having an authority on the 

studies of all the classics. These people could have been able to give a proper direction to 

the furtherance of the work in the field of comprehensive health care through Ayurveda. 

 

In such a situation, i.e. even in the absence of proper राजाश्रय people like late Vaidya M. V. 

Kolhatkar strived hard to inspire the students of Ayurveda to learn the classics and 

strengthen their belief in the science by providing guidance in their own clinics where 
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theresults in the patients being diagnosed and treated with Ayurveda were directly 

demonstrated. 

We are a product of his efforts of this kind. 

Hence, we are so keen that this vision should become a reality and this stream of thought 

should take a form of a movement. We aspire that all these efforts eventually translate into 

making Ayurveda the mainstream health care system at least in its own land and further for 

the benefit of mankind universally. 

We would see to it that the difference in the diagnostic and therapeutic principles of 

Ayurveda would be elaborated through appropriate examples in the forthcoming issues of 

our journal. 

We sign off with a hope that this effort would help spread our message and all Ayurvedic 

physicians keep adding to such efforts and make it a movement. 
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DIFFERENCES – FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES RELATED TO INTEGRATION OF 

AYURVEDA AND MODERN MEDICAL SCIENCE 

Vd. Shreerang GalgaliM.D., Ph.D. (Ayu.) M.A. (Sanskrit)  

Vd. Smita More M.D. (Ayu.) 

 

A merger or blending of the two streams of traditional Ayurvedic science and the modern 

medical science to lay the foundation for a new integrative science with a wider perspective 

on health care has been attempted by many scholars for over perhaps a century now. A 

novel four point program was designed, planned and brought into action in support of this 

integrative school of thought at the Banaras Hindu University, however the program rather 

demonstrated the futility of such an effort. The present editorial is an effort to bring forth 

the precise reasons for the failure of such an attempt to bring together the two 

fundamentally diverse medical sciences of allopathy and Ayurveda.  

1. Etymological difference between Ayurveda and modern medical science 

The simplest definition of Ayurveda would describe it to be a comprehensive understanding 

or study of ‘life’ and all its related factors. This definition of Ayurveda brings it more close to 

‘biology’ (bio – life, logy – science) rather than the medical branch of ‘allopathy’. ‘Ayuṣa ’ or 

life is a continual amalgamation of ‘śarīra ’ or body, ‘satva’ or mind and ‘ātmā ’ or soul. 

Ayurveda thus concerns itself with an all-encompassing understanding of life rather than 

just the part which deals with the management and treatment of the diseases affecting the 

body. Health care can be said to be one of the important applied aspect of the 

comprehensive or all-embracing science called ‘āyuṣaḥ vedaḥ āyurvedaḥ’. To prevent the 

anomaly or problem affecting any aspect of life and find solutions thereof is the aim of 

Ayurveda. In short, to maintain the health of an healthy individual and society alike and to 

treat any kind of ailment affecting them is the wider perspective of this traditional science 

thus carrying it beyond the preview of a mere medical science. Hence, the comparison of 

this eclectic science with modern medical science cannot be justified, as it appears closer to 

the science of biology rather than modern medical science. 

2. Different perspectives 

To extend the life span and enhance the quality of life by maintaining a disease free 

existence is essentially the aim of every medical science and there are two ways to achieve 

this noble aim. Consider the example of a farm, for a good yield one has to take into 

consideration the inherent fertility of the farm soil as also the quality or nature of seed 

which one intends to plant therein. Similarly the body can compared with the farm and the 
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disease causing elements with the unwanted or bad seeds. When one intends to cure the 

body of its ailments there would be two ways to achieve this goal. One of it would be to 

protect the body and enhance its strength and immunity against the disease causing ability 

of the seed, an inside-out approach. In this approach, even when a body is affected with any 

kind of ailment, stress is essentially laid on increasing the strength and restoring the health 

of the bodily elements to fight the problem. This can be referred to as a ‘body centric’ 

outlook which considers that to sustain the health and strength of the body, the causative 

factor of the disease and the ways and means to cure, both lie within the field or sphere of 

concern that is the body.  

The other outlook considers that diseases are caused due to external factors or seeds which 

disrupt the normal functioning of the body. Hence, the treatment of diseases also principally 

concerns the elimination of these factors from the body. These external factors can be 

termed as ‘seeds’ of the disease, defining this outlook as ‘seed centric’ or outside-in 

approach.  

One thus observes that the very perspective of looking at the body as per both these 

sciences is very much different from each other. Where allopathy applies a seed centric 

approach and aims at eliminating the external disease causing factors (viruses and bacteria) 

to restore health and fitness, Ayurveda states that diseases are caused due to an imbalance 

or anomaly in the bodily elements which allow the implantation of the seed in the body and 

concerns itself with enhancing the inherent strength of all the bodily elements to fight 

disease and prevent this implantation as far as possible. Ayurveda states that the elements 

in the body are themselves responsible to make it susceptible to disease and hence 

anomaly/ aggravation of the doṣa ,srotasa, the improper elimination of ‘mala ’ from the 

body and other such factors are of prime importance as causative factors in the prevention 

as well as the management of disease. This is a ‘doṣa centric’ approach wherein the blame 

for causing the disease as well as the responsibility for curing it to regain a state of health, 

lie with the body and not the presence or absence of any external factor. On the other hand, 

the modern medical science is more concerned with measures like taking antiseptic 

precautions to prevent infection, to confirm infection with the presence of pus cells in the 

urine, making cultures for deciding the kind of antibiotics to be administered for fighting the 

infection etc. which center around the seed or factors that are other than the body. The 

science is largely concerned with the elimination of these external factors which are 

‘outsiders’ affecting the health of the body. 

The above statements merely highlight the general approach of the two sciences towards 

the human body. It does not imply that modern medical science does not concern itself with 

the body centric approach or that Ayurveda does not agree to the existence of external 

disease causing factors or microbes.  
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Ayurveda also describes several diseases which are caused due to krumī or āgantu factors, 

but to a very limited extent. The treatments described in the Atharvaveda do describe the 

origin of disease in external factors like krumī ,grahabādha etc. but with the propagation of 

the science of Ayurveda more emphasis was laid on the doṣa  and the imbalance thereof, 

thus limiting the outside in approach. A bird may fly as high as possible in the sky, but its 

shadow never fails to follow it wherever it goes. Similarly, Ayurveda states that the body 

may suffer from several different types of afflictions but no affliction can be caused without 

the aggravation or anomaly of the doṣa. The doṣa are the fundamental building blocks of 

the body, and at the same time the anomaly of these doṣa is the very reason behind the 

initiation of disease in the body, thus emphasizing the body centric approach of Ayurveda.  

Thus, imbalance in the state of doṣa, which are also the foundational elements of the body, 

is responsible for the advent of disease.  

The term body centric can generally be applied only to the diet and lifestyle part of the 

modern medicine approach. Hence there lies a basic difference between the management 

of diseases and the research methodology approaches of the two sciences. For example – 

where Ayurveda would be concerned about the imbalance of the doṣa, dietary and lifestyle 

factors which cause the disease and the dhātu affected by it, the modern medical science 

would look at the agents causing the infective focus in the body and the drugs or antibiotics 

which can be administered to eliminate this infective agent. The body centric approach of 

Ayurveda is underlined when the texts state that the atmā or the soul is the sole factor 

responsible for the feelings of joy or sorrow in a human being.  

3. Diet  

Agni is the energy in the body of living beings which helps assimilate ingested food. 

Ayurveda advocates that diet should essentially be determined by the state of the agnior 

the digestive capacity of an individual. As per modern medical science however a healthy 

diet consists of a combination of proteins, carbohydrates, minerals and vitamins in the right 

or required quantity. Hence, deficiencies of a particular ingredient are compensated with 

the inclusion of a substance rich in that ingredient, for example consumption of soya grains 

would ensure a diet rich in protein and helps treat its deficiency, intake of citrus fruits would 

ensure the minimum expected requirement of vitamins etc. thus, the body is also looked 

upon as a chemical and physical entity and treated accordingly. The concept of the ability/ 

inability of the body to assimilate the substance or the attributes of the substance as a 

whole is hardly considered. 

The agni, as per Ayurveda is an extremely important entity responsible for converting the 

consumed food into bodily assimilable products and further into bodily elements. Thus agni, 

the strength of which differs in every individual, is therefore a very important factor in the 

management of diseases with Ayurvedic therapeutics. Like for example, when the body 
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requires nourishing diet but the agni of the patient is weak, he can be given nutrition with 

the help of māmsarasa or yuṣa preparations which are nutritious but easy to digest; on the 

other hand as commonly observed in the patients of obesity, when the agni is strong but 

the patient requires to go on an emaciating diet, he requires to be served with substances 

which are guru or difficult to digest. In short, for the Ayurvedic therapy of disease 

management the agni, along with the attributes of the medicines and diet to be advised to 

the patient, becomes an important decisive factor, whereas the modern medical treatment 

largely consists of eliminating the deficiency of particular substances by supplements or 

with dietary substances rich in the deficient elements. The chemical constituents of the diet 

are more important for the modern medical science. Like for example, fish which is rich in 

essential amino acids and proteins forms an important part of diet advised to the patients 

suffering from diabetes, but the same fish is contraindicated for the patients of prameha or 

diabetes as per Ayurvedic school of thought because it is known to increase the frequency 

of micturation by aggravating the kleda or mala in the body. Thus, the modern medical 

science largely focuses on the reimbursement of the chemical constituents of the body 

instead of a multifarious approach taking into consideration the individual’s requirements 

and the ability of the body to accept or assimilate given supplements. 

4. Abstract concepts/ hypotheses  

Adharma   (~ Immoral or unrighteous behavior), Karma  (~ individual deeds), Niyati 

(~destiny) and Svabhāva  (~ nature) – The modern medical science does not agree to the 

existence of factors like unrighteous/ immoral behavior, the culmination of the effect of 

one’s deeds, destiny and nature and to these being of any consequence as disease causing 

entities. 

Modern science considers that dharma or religion/ divine law and health care sciences are 

totally diverse or exclusive subjects, while Ayurveda considers that the two are very closely 

associated with each other. The health and sanctity of a society or community is based on 

dharma or righteous behavior of human beings who are an intrinsic constituent of the 

society. The righteous path of dharma and the health of the society thus become intricately 

dependent on each other. The main causative factor of the ‘janapadodhvansa vyādhi’ or the 

epidemic outbreak is the unrighteous behavior of the people and the society at large. The 

serial degradation of dharma and the society is indirectly linked to the dilapidation of the 

health, quality of life and life span of the individuals and the society in general.  

The fruit of the karma or deed depends on the nature (good or bad) and the degree of the 

karma. Some diseases are perceived as caused as a result of bad karma performed by the 

individual and the annihilation of this bad karma can be the only solution or treatment for 

these diseases. Thus, the individual himself is responsible for his own health or ill-health by 

way of the deeds performed by him. Modern science does not agree to this hypothesis of 
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karma and its ethical consequences which determine the nature of one’s existence. 

Ayurveda however considers that the same can be an important causative factor for certain 

diseases affecting mankind. 

One of the biggest social health problems faced by the society today, the sexually 

transmitted infection of HIV virus was introduced into the human race because of unnatural 

sexual contact of humans with monkeys. Thus, the immoral behavior of humans can be 

called as the root cause of the disease. Ayurveda firmly believes that the divine law or 

dharma are rules laid down for the betterment of the individual and the society as well. 

Hence, Ayurvedic texts also elaborate on certain rules or decrees of moral behavior 

essential as a part of holistic health care for the society and the individual. 

5. Difference in the diagnostic criteria and methodology 

The diagnosis of an ailment as per Ayurvedic philosophy can be termed as individualistic or 

subjective evaluation of the problem. Each patient is scrutinized as per the evident 

symptoms, the probable causative factors and the possible pathology or samprāpti   that 

might have occurred before the expression of those particular symptoms. These factors are 

then collectively studied to determine the involvement of particular doṣa and duṣya in that 

ailment. Even though one may not be able to conclusively name an ailment, the 

determination of the anomalous doṣa and duṣya involved and the hetu or causative factors 

is more important to plan effective treatment for the patient. The determinants or the 

criteria which are used for diagnosis of the disease as per Ayurveda are different than those 

applicable for the diagnosis of a disease as per modern medical science. Thus, the inference 

or conclusion sought after studying different determinants as per Ayurveda and as per 

modern science also ought to be generally different from each other. 

The conclusion reached after studying various diagnostic factors as per Ayurvedic 

philosophy appears to be centripetal/ afferent or a body centric diagnosis, wherein essential 

importance is given to the affected individual as regards his own constitution, habits and 

habitat etc.  

The modern science diagnostics appear to be grosser, where every anomaly is differentially 

diagnosed as per the set of symptoms and the results of laboratory based diagnostic studies 

of different elements in the patient’s body. The diagnostics are largely studied with a 

statistical evaluation of set of symptoms or structural deformities evident in majority of 

patients. Like for example 90 % of the patients suffering from SLE are young females or gall 

stones are generally evident in fat females of over forty years of age. Thus, one finds a lot of 

generalized statements describing the common diagnostics for modern medical science. 

Even though such statements are also a part of Ayurvedic texts, they are few and far 

between. One of the most common is the description of four kinds of individuals who are 

commonly prone to different illnesses like businessmen or vendors, servants to the king, 
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priests and commercial sex workers owing to occupational hazards which generally come 

their way.  

There is a vast difference between the examination criteria and methods, diagnostic 

parameters and the therapeutics of both the modern medical science and Ayurveda.  

It is observed that sometimes the causative factors behind an ailment may not be detected 

with the help of laboratory tests conducted on individuals. Thus, when all the readings and 

parameters are reported as normal, diagnosis according to modern parameters becomes 

very difficult. One then needs to study and research about different new ailments and 

infections affecting the individual. It should also be noted that modern science does not 

express diagnosis in terms of vāta, pitta and kapha or their anomalies and the Ayurvedic 

diagnosis expressed in terms of tridoṣa cannot be understood in the light of modern 

chemical or physical diagnostic tests. Both these sciences apply completely diverse 

parameters to interpret the suffering of a patient. Ayurveda evaluates each patient and his 

constitution with a very individualized subjective approach, while the modern medical 

science searches for new parameters and diagnostic criteria for understanding new 

diseases. This is the basic difference between the body centric and seed centric approaches 

followed by the two sciences.  

There is a vast difference between the diagnostic methods, clinical diagnostic, prognosis and 

also the management of diseases as per both these sciences. The diagnosis and treatment 

as per Ayurveda is centered on understanding the individual and his inherent constitution. 

Like for example, the medicine against fever affliction in the summers for a lean and weak 

individual of vātaprakruti would be different than that advised for an obese individual. The 

other parameters of age, inherent constitution, weight, season and strength of the patient 

also require to be taken into consideration while determining the kind of medication and 

therapy for any patient. This individual evaluation renders tremendous precision in the 

treatment offered, thus minimizing the chances of any side effects of the treatment. The 

tenfold examination described in the Ayurvedic texts stands with a similar aim. All the 

factors like prakruti, sāra, samhanana, angulī pramāna,satva, sātmya, deśa   and kāla are 

factors which help estimate the bala or the inherent strength of the patient. ĀcārayaCaraka 

states that the understanding of all the above determinant factors helps facilitate effective 

health care. One of the most important parameters here is the estimation of the bala or the 

inherent strength of the patient while administering medications. Modern science studies 

the general criteria of weight, chest-waist ratio, BMI etc. which are too gross to give an in-

depth understanding of the strength and fitness of the patient as an individual. Hence, one 

finds that even when the patient has cleared all his pre-operative tests, some surgeries fail 

because the patient is unable to sustain the operative procedures owing to an inherently 

weak disposition. 
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6. Difference in the fundamental concepts of the sciences  

There is a vast difference between the fundamental concepts or basics of Ayurvedic 

philosophy and modern medical science. 

The modern medical science views the body as a machine consisting of different systems 

which are made up of different organs. These organs again constitute a range of different 

tissues; tissues are made up of cells and cells of several cellular components. The modern 

science has reached into the depths of the physical body to the level of chromosomes; DNA, 

RNA and they are still searching for more intricate functional factors divisible at molecular 

levels. It is a progressive science, still in search of several answers, delving into new 

researches which either endorse or refute previously laid down hypotheses, every day 

reaching a new understanding of the body and its functioning. Hence, very few of the 

hypotheses or fundamentals of this science can be referred to as eternal or perennial truths. 

The modern science traverses from the gross to the microscopic entities and progressively 

attempts newer understanding of the human body. 

The basic concepts in Ayurveda are however universal truths which hardly change and are 

comprehensive or generalized applying to a wider area of consideration. Statements like 

diseases are caused only due to the anomalies of the three doṣa , diseases are caused due 

to agni māndya, suppressing the natural urges is one of the most important causes of 

disease, or that the entire universe is made up of five fundamental elements etc. which 

indicate the similarity or likeness in a wide range of subjects. This likeness is termed as 

‘sāmānya ’, while ‘viśeṣa’ is the dissimilarity or specific disparity between different things. 

Like for example the common denominator while attempting the study of two different 

plants would be that both are composed of the five basic elements of nature, while the 

viśeṣa would be their specific attributes, vīrya ,vipāka  etc. or while all the diseases would be 

caused as a result of the anomaly of the  tridoṣa , the degree of their relative variance or 

abnormality would determine the nature of treatment offered. Thus, the viśeṣa in each of 

the elements can change or differ but the common denominator of sāmānya remains 

constant. It cannot be altered or destroyed. Newer research would only help understand 

the viśeṣa, but the sāmānya would be stable and eternal truth. The basic fundamentals of 

Ayurveda thereby remain eternal truths which cannot be eliminated. Hence, discovering a 

new sixth element apart from prithvi, āpa, teja, vāyu  andākāśa  would not be possible, but 

it would be possible to improvise or alter the viśeṣa, which would be the discovery of newer 

forms their expressions. For example, the phala shāka or fruit vegetables are all termed to 

be healthy and wholesome for the body (sāmānya ) but to decipher which of the phala 

shāka (ridge gourd or bottle gourd) would be more beneficial for patients suffering from 

heart disease would be a matter to be scrutinized (viśeṣa).  
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This sāmānya provides a firm fundamental base, while the viśeṣa provides ample open and 

unlimited opportunity for understanding the intricacies of nature without altering or 

opposing the basic truths. 

7. Therapeutics  

a) Planning of treatment and medication based on two main therapies –  

To understand the effect of diet and medications on the human body, the food substances 

can be divided into two main categories. The first is the group which manifests with the 

predominance of the prithvi and the āpamahābhuta, while the other class of substances 

which manifests with the dominance of the tej, vāyu and the ākāśa mahābhuta. The prithvi 

and āpamahābhuta add mass to the body and nourish the bodily elements (~ santarpaṇa), 

while the other group leads to the emaciation of bodily elements (~ apatarpaṇa). These two 

principal therapies of ‘santarpaṇa ’ (~ therapies for nourishment) and ‘apatarpaṇa ’(~ 

emaciating therapies) are extremely important in the management of diseases and the 

understanding the bala or strength of both, that of the patient and of the disease. Some 

physicians specifically consider or mention these therapies for deciding the kind of therapies 

while some inadvertently consider them. The ‘śaḍvidhopakrama ’ or ‘six basic therapies’ are 

also applied in the same manner. The decision to administer either of these therapies can 

be termed as ‘sāmānya ’ or based on the similarities in the conditions; but at the same time 

the physician has to consider certain ‘viśeṣa’ or specific conditions for example relative 

variance in the anomaly of the doṣa , condition of the patient , for example pregnancy, 

menopause etc. or drugs specially effective in particular diseases (~ vyādhi pratyanīka ) etc. 

before deciding on the treatment. To elaborate on the same, the therapy of svedana 

(sāmānya ) is used differently in different conditions. The svedana  for patients suffering 

from santarpanothha diseases (~ those caused due to excessive consumption of nourishing 

and fatty substances and indigestion) has to be rukṣa in attribute (rukṣasveda – viśeṣa), 

while the svedana  therapies administered for patients suffering from apatarpanottha 

diseases (~ diseases caused due to excess emaciation of the body) require to be snigdha in 

attribute (snigdha sveda – viśeṣa). 

One observes that Ayurvedic physicians use several different kinds of medications in a range 

of different patients perhaps suffering from a similar anomaly. This is justified when one 

understands the similarity and the disparity between the attributes of the medications and 

the stages of the disease affecting the patient. Physicians in various different regions around 

India prescribe a range of different drugs for the treatment of jvara, the physicians from 

Northern parts of India are known to prescribe medications like tribhuvankīrti , or 

lakṣmīnārāyaṇarasa, those from South India generally prescribe daśamūlakaṭutrayādi 

kvātha or amrutyādi kaṣāya while those in the central parts like Maharashtra prefer the 

mahāsudarśana churna. This is a clear example wherein the therapy or upakrama of 

apatarpaṇa  administered for the treatment of jvara is a common factor while the drugs 
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used for the same, though similar in action may vary according to specific needs of the 

patient and the climatic conditions of that area. The freedom to choose from a range of 

different drugs with similar action and the upakrama philosophy is the speciality of 

Ayurvedic treatment. Though the use of drug for patients suffering from the same anomaly 

may vary, the upakrama or the therapeutic action expected out of those drugs is similar in 

nature.  

There are limitations on such liberties of drug selection when it comes to treatment 

administered as per modern medical science. Modern therapies aim at eliminating the 

specific bacteria, virus or other parasites which may have caused the disease and hence 

require the use of specific antibodies or antibiotic drugs acting against them. Immense 

research is also encouraged for the discovery of such special drugs to combat new diseases. 

b) Use of specific drugs   

The philosophy behind the use of particular drugs for a particular disease is different in both 

the sciences. The use of a drug as per modern science is recommended only after due 

research and experiments and collection of statistical data to validate its action against a 

particular ailment.  

While administration of any drug as per Ayurveda is based on the specific attributes of that 

drug active against the disease, the specific attributes do not always form the only criteria 

for determining action against the disease. Sometimes the specific action of the drug against 

the disease itself, irrespective of its inherent attributes is also important and applicable for 

the treatment of that disease. Like for example, the texts mention the use of specific 

antidotes against specific venoms without mentioning any specific active attributes of the 

drug. They state that scorpion bite can be treated with the use of salt. Here, the kārmukatā  

(~ specific action) of the drug carries more importance than its attributes. At the same time, 

the texts also mention that the medications ofśīta vīrya are effective against the aggravation 

of the pitta doṣa . The substances like rose, khus, cold milk are thence used here for their 

śīta attribute. Thus, specific action and actions based on attributes are considered while 

determining the most effective medication. 

Modern pharmacology focuses on the use of the active principles of the raw materials like 

plants and animal products for use against particular disease, while Ayurveda advocates the 

use of whole drugs without disturbing their biological constitution. These drugs may be 

treated or made into different formulations for enhancing their action but the derivation of 

active principles is not suggested herein. This is so because as modern research has as at 

times demonstrated, the whole drugs demonstrate a self controlling action which is not 

observed when one uses mere derivatives of active principles. For example the active 

principle of ‘sarpagandhā ’ – reserpine is an excellent anti-hypertensive agent. Sarpagandhā 

administered only in the form of active principle does show very quick action against the 
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anomaly but also gives rise to a number of side effects. At the same time, administration of 

sarpagandhā as a whole drug gives the desired effect sans the undesirable side effects 

observed otherwise.  

c) Sanskāra  

Sanskāra (~ treatments) are essentially important in dietetics and medicinal therapy both. 

The sanskāra are specific actions performed on the drugs to alter or enhance its attributes 

and this is done with respect to the requirements of the patient. These sanskāra are applied 

for altering the attributes of the particular substances like for example the rice which is 

contraindicated for patients suffering from santarpaṇottha anomalies can be made laghu in 

attribute by dry roasting for the consumption of such patients. The modern medical science 

lays emphasis on the chemical changes which occur in a substance after these sanskāra . 

Like for example modern research questions the authenticity of the formulation of 

cyavanprāśa stating that it is prepared after boiling the Indian gooseberries, which are a rich 

source of Vit. C. It states that this action of boiling destroys the active principle of Vit. C and 

hence cannot be recommended. Ayurveda on the other hand emphasizes the alteration of 

attributes of the gooseberries which takes place after boiling them along with other drugs. 

The rasāyana action of these gooseberries is activated and brought forth only after they are 

fried in ghee and boiled along with other medications. The entire process of preparation of 

cyavanprāśa enhances the attributes of the gooseberries which then display rasāyana 

action on the bodily dhātu. Thus, the modern science and Ayurveda differ in their 

parameters about effects of different sanskāra on raw drugs, their action and efficacy too.   

d) Use of metals as medications  

Both the modern medical science and Ayurveda are known to use metals and ores for the 

preparation of different drugs however the pharmacology, group of metals used and their 

method of use and administration greatly differ. Ayurveda has traditionally been making 

successful use of several metals and non-metals like mercury, sulphur, zinc, mica, copper 

etc. as medications while the same are considered toxic according to modern medical 

science. These elements are used after due treatments or sanskāra which help eliminate 

their toxicity and enhance their useful attributes. These elements have been used in this 

manner as medications since time immemorial by the Ayurvedic physicians but scientifically 

prepared good quality Ayurvedic medications have never displayed toxic effects of metals 

on any of the patients as described by modern medical science and the main reason behind 

this are the specific sanskāra performed while formulating these drugs. A drug which is not 

prepared as per specifications mentioned in the texts and which are poor in quality can 

however display unwarranted actions. But it is important to note that following improper or 

wrong methods of drug preparation does not in any way undermine the efficacy or 
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authenticity of the science but is the responsibility of the individual preparing the drug. It is 

thence advised to buy drugs from authentic and reliable sources only.                                  

e) Kāla  (~ time of drug administration) and anupāna  (~ accompaniments)  

 Different kāla and anupāna described for the intake/ administration of medications are 

essentially unique to Ayurvedic philosophy. There are several different kāla  andanupāna  

mentioned in the texts like ‘samāna kāla ’ (~ intake of medications halfway between meals) 

for their action on agni , repeated doses of medications throughout the day for treatment of 

anomaly of prāṇavāyu , medication before meals for action on apānavāyu  etc. These 

different kāla form an important part of disease management in Ayurveda. The expected 

action of a particular drug on a particular body element can be effectively gained by 

administering it at appropriate timing and with appropriate anupāna . The parameters like 

state of the doṣa  in the body, duṣya  involved, sthāna or location of the anomaly in the 

body, agni  and srotasa and the vīrya  of the medicine are all important in determining the 

kāla  for the administration of medication. Like for example, the medication for diseases 

affecting the head region is prescribed at bedtime according to Ayurveda. 

 Modern science however generally prescribes medications in the morning, after or before 

meals and at bedtime depending on the state of secretions in the gastrointestinal tract. For 

example, medications for hyperacidity are administered before meals, medications which 

might increase the acidity are administered post meals while laxative medications at 

bedtime. 

The anupāna  or specific accompaniments used along with medicinal drugs act as vehicles to 

carry the medicine to the specific srotasa or organ of anomaly. It may also be used for 

enhancing the attributes of the medicine or to reduce the unwanted effects of the drug. 

Substances like honey or ginger extract are helpful as vehicles for medications acting on the 

prāṇavahasrotasa. Kāla  andanupāna  both are of importance when the medication of 

tribhuvankīrti  is administered along with ghee and sugar at night in summers to reduce the 

possible undesired effects of its ushNa attribute. In the same manner the medication of 

candrakalā is generally avoided in winters because of its śītavīrya. This unique application of 

kāla  andanupāna  for administration of drugs is not the subject matter of modern medical 

science. 

f) Dosage  

The dosage of plant derivative or herbal medications used in Ayurveda is generally 

measured in grams while the dosage of bhasma and other higher formulations is measured 

in milligrams. On the whole, the dosage of Ayurvedic medications is far higher than the 

allopathic drugs. The method of administration of the allopathic drugs which are generally 

in form of pills or capsules is also very easy as compared to Ayurvedic formulations. 
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g) ApunarbhavCikitsā  

The negative results of laboratory tests are generally the parameter to decide the remission 

of disease and signify the time to end the treatment as per modern medical science. The 

Ayurvedic treatment however continues even after the elimination of disease from the 

body. As explained above any disease is a result of some weakness or anomalous condition 

of the doṣa  in the body. Thus, no treatment is complete without the restoration of the 

health and strength of the bodily elements affected due to the disease and without 

imparting the body the power to prevent repeated afflictions of the same ailment. Like for 

example the therapy of vamana and the medications like milk treated with pippali are 

administered to the patients suffering from asthma even when they are not suffering from 

an attack or acute stage of the disease. This treatment helps regulate the state of the doṣa  

in the body and reduce the intensity and the frequency of further attacks which occur 

because of change in seasons and climate and thereby assist the complete elimination of 

the disease from the body. 

The preventive medicine branch of modern science also advices recuperative treatments 

but these are largely aimed at protecting against the infection of external agents and 

increasing the immunity of the body with proper diet and exercise. Ayurveda is a holistic 

therapy which strengthens the dhātu and imparts bala to the body. It also aims at restoring 

the physical and mental health of the patient and maintaining the health of the healthy 

individual with the use of routine therapies of dinacaryā ,rutucaryā , āchārrasāyana  etc. 

which act as preventive measures ensuring the healthy state of the individual. This is one of 

the main important distinguishing points between the two sciences.  

h) Kāla (~ time) and diśā (~ direction; north, east, south etc.)  

The science of Ayurveda advocates kāla  anddiśā as two ‘dravya’ or fundamental substances 

which influence existence of human life. The modern science does not agree to the 

existence of any such dravya. For example it is advisable to use tree roots which grow 

northwards and the patients for vamana are advised to undergo the therapy facing the east 

or north direction etc. 

i) Grahabādhā (~ adverse effect of celestial bodies on one’s life and health) or 

karmavipākasiddhānta (~ culmination of one’s deeds into congruent consequences 

that determine the quality of one’s existence) –  

Ayurveda maintains immense belief in the hypothesis of karma or deeds and their results or 

fruits. It states that the diseases caused due to bad karma can be healed only after reversing 

the effects of such deeds with good karma. The science also maintains that diseases can be 

caused by antagonizing the celestial bodies with bad karma, such diseases are known as 

‘graha bādhā’. Thus, it firmly believes that the root of all diseases or ill health is the good or 
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bad karma performed by the individual, either in this or his past lives. However, this branch 

of the science is hardly practiced today with the dearth of knowledgeable individuals 

regarding the same. 

The science also endorses the study of astrology and the effects of the movement of stars 

and planets on the health of a person. The immoral and unethical behavior of individuals is 

considered as the main causative factor or ‘janapadodhvansa diseases’ or epidemic 

outbreaks. 

 Modern medical science does not confirm to any of these hypotheses or abstract ideas.  

The pathology, diagnostics, determination of causative factors, management of diseases, 

and disease prognosis and also the study and therapeutic applications of different raw 

materials and drug formulations as per both the health care sciences, Ayurveda and modern 

medical science, are poles apart. Hence, one should not attempt and integrate the two 

sciences which display such fundamental differences. 
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The Thought schools of Indian philosophy are the foundation of Āyurvedic Principles. These 

schools are specific mind-sets, which contemplate deeply upon creation, functioning and 

dissolution of the universe. The ultimate aim of these schools is one and the same – 

Emancipation i.e. knowing self as Absolute Truth. But the ways to attain this goal are 

different. While attempting to understand the Truth, the scholars  have observed the 

universe with great curiosity, stated the postulations and established the laws of various 

transformations; thus these Schools of thought can be studied as ‘Natural Sciences – 

exploring the facts of Nature’ and not merely as Schools of philosophical views. Every School 

looks at the human being as one of the important element/ part or member of the universe. 

The science of Āyurvedaprimarily focuses on the human being, accepting him as a member 

of the universe and referring to him as an emblematic representation of the universe. 

Thusimplyingthat, the laws of mechanics, chemistry and physics are also applicable to the 

physiological and pathological processes taking place in the human body. This is why 

Āyurveda seeks help from Philosophy-oriented Scientific Principles for rational explanation 

of experiences related to human beings. 

These schools have established various theories regarding the evolution of the universe, 

which are approved by Āyurveda. 

Sometimes, two parallel theories are found about one and the same concept; still both are 

accepted by Āyurveda since these refer to different situations and conditions. 

Satkāryavāda by Sāmkhya and Ārambhavāda by Vaiśeşika are such parallel theories for 

Kārya-Kārana-Bhāva-Cause-Effect-Relationship. 

Satkāryavāda  
Satkāryavāda is the theory of evolution of matter including the concept of conservation, 
transformation & dissipation of matter and energy. According to the Commentator of 
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Sāmkhyakārika- Vidnyānabhikşu- the manifestation of an effect is only its passage from 
potentiality to actuality. This is a state in the process of Parināma i. e. transformation or 
evolution to form a possible future existence from a natural present existence. Thus, 
according to Satkāryavāda, the effect (Kārya) potentially exists before it is generated by the 
movement of the cause (Kāranavyāpāra). This principle is stated in a single Kārikā and the 
two terms from this Kārikā1 are important to understand the causalism (Kārana Siddhānta).  
These two terms are Upādāna Grahana and Śaktasya Śaktakarana. 

 
1) Upādāna – It is material cause. In the explanation of Kāryayoni (C.Vi. 8), ĀcāryaCaraka 

understood it as Upādāna Kārana or Samavāyĩ Kārana.This cause gets subjected to 
transformation processes and manifests itself as effect in different forms and shapes. 
Thus, Upādāna Kārana is always active in the whole possess of development of Kārya 
.Milk is Upādāna for Curd. Here curd is Kārya and milk is material cause for it. Milk gets 
subjected to transformation process namely ‘fermentation’ and manifests itself as Curd. 

2) Śaktasya Śaktakarana – It is the capacity of the material cause to get converted into a 
specific effect. This means the specific power or energy is active throughout the whole 
process of production. Sāmkhya says- Śakti of material causes, releases as total effect. 
Thus, Sāmkhya accepts Śaktibheda as per Upādāna Kārana. These types of Śakti are 
responsible for the production of a specific Kārya from a particularUpādāna Kārana. Thus, 

when one wishes to make Curd; he has to select ‘milk’ as Upādāna Kārana. No other Upādāna 
has such kind of Śakti. 
 

Ārambhvāda =  Asatkāryavāda 
 

Vaiśeşika School considers Paramānu as Basic elements of the universe. Paramānu do 

possess specific Gunās. Vaiśeşikas accept the interaction of three causes – Material 

(Samavāyĩ), Accessory (Asamavāyĩ) and Instrumental (Nimmitta) for the production of 

Kāryadravya and further state that this Kāryadravya or effect does not exist in any form 

before the interaction. Thus, effect is a new product. Therefore, the properties of material 

cause and characteristics of the effect are very different from each other. In the description 

of Karyotpatti,   Praśastapāda explains ‘Samyogaja Samyoga’2 which is responsible for 

formation of Kāryadravya with new characteristics. (Samyogaja Samyoga is union of two or 

more (dravya ~ things or substances) which -themselves- are product of a specific 

Samyoga.) Two types of combinations of Dwyanuka, are found in this description, which can 

be named as - 

Sajātĩya Dwyanuka Samyoga and Vijātĩya Dwyanuka Samyoga3. 

Sajātĩya Dwyanuka Samyoga = union of two similar Dwyanuka for example – Pārthiva 

Dwyanuka + Pārthiva Dwyanuka. 

Vijatiya Dwyanuka Samyoga = union of two different Dwyanuka for example – Pārthiva 

Dwyanuka + Āpya Dwyanuka. 
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Both types of phenomenon are observed in the interaction of above three causes. When 

group of Sajātĩya Dwyanuka is predominant throughout the process, the product may show 

some similarity with the material cause and when group of Vijātĩya Dwyanuka is 

predominant throughout the process, the product is very different from the material cause. 

Fundamentally, Āyurvedaaccepts all Dravyā in the universe as 

Pānchabhautika4.Panchamahābhutās are the basic elements and especially Panchikrita 

Molecule5 is the functioning unit of any Dravya. These molecules are classified according to 

predominant Mahābhuta entities in Panchikarana6. The classification is as follows – 

Pārthiva molecules,  Āpya molecules                     Taijas molecules 

 Vāyavĩya molecules       Ākāsĩya molecules. 

So, Panchikarana and Pancikrita Moleculesare the base to comprehend theories of 
Āyurveda in better way. 
 
The theories of Samānapratyayārabdha – Prakrutisamasamavāya, and 
Vicitrapratyayārabdha –Vikrutivişmasamavāyaare to be understood only at  this level. 
 

 The terms Samānapratyayārabdha and Vicitrapratyayārabdha were coined by 
Ācārya Vāgbhat to explain the concept of  Rasa – Dravya relationship7. 

 

  The terms -Prakrutisamasamavāya and Vikrutivişamasamavāya were coined by 
Ācārya Caraka to explain the concept of Rasa –Dravya relationship and for Vyadhi – 
Doşa relationship8. 

 

Samānapratyayārabdha&Satkāryavāda resemble each other. While Vicitrapratyayārabdha  

andĀrambhavāda are similar to   each other. 

The Kāryadravya may be produced either by Samānapratyayārabdha or 

byVicitrapratyayārabdha  phenomenon. Various sets of Pancikrita molecules are actively 

involved in the formation of Kāryadravya. The Kāryadravya, its specific form and its 

characteristics are all produced simultaneously or in consecutive manner. It means the 

Dravya& its characteristics like Rasa, Vĩrya, Vipāka  etc. are developed simultaneously or in  

consecutive manner.  

As stated earlier, Pancikrita molecules are the functional units for the process of production. 
These molecules have Śakti = convertible potential energy. When similar molecules are 
active, i.e. Upādāna is uniform, then same type of potential energy is active throughout the 
process. Thus, uniform Upādāna and uniform Śakti determine the characteristics of the 
product.  
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Samānapratyayārabdha  
 
Hemādri explains Samānapratyayārabdha in similar way9. He defines Pratyaya as 

Mahābhuta Sanghāta = union of Pancikrita molecules. Samāna means same. In this 

phenomenon of production, same Mahābhuta  Sanghāta (set of same types of Pancikrita 

molecules) is responsible for production of Rasa, Vĩrya. Thus, same type of energy 

conversion (Śakti-Śaktakarana) and matter dissipation (Upādāna ) takes place here. This is a 

Samānapratyayārabdha Dravya. Thus, Rasa and other properties expressed in the dravya 

correspond/ each other. Two examples are given here: 

Dravya Latin 

Name 

Rasa Vipāka Vĩrya                Type 

Yaştimadhu Glycyrrhiza 

glabra 

Madhura Madhura Śĩta  

Active 

Pancikrit 

molecules 

 Pārthiva 

and 

Āpya 

Pārthiva 

and 

Āpya 

Pārthiva 

and 

Āpya 

Samānapratyayārabdha 

Vacā Acorus 

calamus 

Katu-

Tikta 

Katu Uşna  

Active 

Pancikrita 

molecules 

 Taijas, 

Vāyavĩya 

Ākāsĩya 

Taijas, 

Vāyavĩya 

Taijas Samānapratyayārabdha 

 
Vicitrapratyayārabdha – 
Hemādri further explains Vicitrapratyayārabdha as10 – 

Vicitra means different. In this phenomena of production, different Mahābhuta  

Sanghāta(sets of different types of Pancikrita molecules) are responsible for Rasa-

production and Vĩrya – Vipāka- production. Thus, sets of Vijātĩya Dwyanuka Samyoga are 

active  periodically.   This course of activities produces different types of energy 

transformation responsible for diverse characteristics of the product.  The product is a 

Vicitrapratyayārabdha Dravya. Thus, Rasa and other properties are not analogous to each 

other. 
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Two examples are given here: 

Dravya Latin 

Name 

Rasa Vipāka Vĩrya  Type 

Guduci Tinospora 

cardifolia 

Katu- 

Tikta 

 Madhura        Uşna  

Active 

Pancikrit 

molecules 

 Taijas, 

Vāyavĩya 

Ākāsĩya 

Pārthiva 

and Āpya 

Taijas Vicitrapratyayārabdha 

Ārdraka Zingiber 

officinale 

Katu- Madhura Uşna  

Active 

Pancikrita 

molecules 

 Taijas, 

Vāyavĩya  

Pārthiva 

and Āpya  

Taijas Vicitrapratyayārabdha 

 
The two principles of Āyurveda namely Samānapratyayārabdha & Vicitrapratyayārabdha, 
are explained here at the basic level of Pancikrit molecules with scientific interpretations. 
 
In the similar way one can apply the concepts ofPrakrutisamasamavāya and  
Vikrutivişmasamavāya for better understanding of Vyādhi and Doşa. 
 
It is the need of the hour to study, to understand and to prove these interpretations with 

the help of advanced technology. For this, Interdisciplinary Research by Physicists, Chemists 

and Āyurvedic Fundamentalists is necessary with due respect to each- other’s knowledge 

and principles explained in these ancient sciences. 
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AYURVEDIC TREATMENT OF URUSTAMBHA  

(~ACUTE TRANSVERSE MYELOPATHY, BROWN SEQUARD SYNDROME WITH 

DEMYELINATING PROCESS) 

A CASE STUDY 

Prof. Vd. Upendra DixitM.D., Ph.D. (Ayu.) M.A. (Sanskrit) 

 

Abstract: A 20 year old girl suddenly developed Kriyahaniand Supti(~ loss of movements and 

sensations) in both legs. She was diagnosed  as suffering from, acute transverse myelopathy, 

Brown sequard syndrome with demyelinating process at the Goa medical college hospital. 

But no improvement was observed with steroid treatment. She was diagnosed as 

Urustambha as per  Ayurvedic perspective.  She was then treated with drugs like 

Trailokyachintamani ,Suvarnasameerapannaga,and Navajeevana Rasa by which her 

movements and sensations were restored. 

Key words: Acute transverse myelopathy,Ayurveda,, Brown sequard syndrome, 

demyelinatingprocess, Navajeevana Rasa, Suvarnasameerapannaga, Trailokyachintamani, 

Urustambha  

Introduction: As per modernmedicine,Brown sequard syndrome is a rare disease.1 There are 

various causes attributed to it, most common being injury to spinal cord.2 But in this case 

there was no apparent injury to the spinal cord. The neurologists opined that most probably 

it is Brown sequard syndrome, as the manifestation of acute myelitis along with 

demyelinating process. Cervical disc herniation was also considered as the cause of Brown 

sequard syndrome3. Usually surgical treatment is adviced in such cases4, 5. In non traumatic 

cases steroid therapy is administered 6.7, 8 , however, it could not produce results in this 

case. Moreover, motor recovery in such cases is expected in 1 to 2 months and sensory, 

motor strength and functional gait recovery continues over 2 years9.  But n this case the 

patient was successfully treated with purely Ayurvedic therapies and medications .She could 

walk with support within 2-3 weeks. She could walk without support in 2 months and 

sensations improved. Thus, motor recovery started in 2-3 weeks and within 2-3 months 

major sensory, motor strength and functional gait recovery occurred.  The case was selected 

for presentation to highlight the fact that with pure Ayurvedic diagnosis and treatment 

quick recovery can occur even in acute conditions. 

Case presentation: In December 2008, a 20 year old student of III rd BAMS suddenly 

developed Padagaurava (~heaviness in legs), Kriyahani, and Supti in both legs at night. She 

was first taken to a local private hospital from where she was referred to ICU of Goa 
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Medical College hospital for further investigations and treatment. She and her parents 

wished to take Ayurvedic treatment from  the author , however it was decided that further 

course of action shall be decided only after all the investigations as per modern medical 

parameters are completed. . At the hospital the MRI revealed demyelinating process in C2 

to D2 levels and small focal central disc protrusions at C5- C6 and C6-C7 levels. The 

neurologist diagnosed that most probably this was the case of Brown equard syndrome with 

demyelinating process. Even before reports of all the investigations were available, as a part 

of treatment, wysolone 10 mg was started being the recommended treatment of these 

diseases10.   But since there was no improvement, the parents approached the author again 

for further treatment and medications. 

At this stage neither complete history from Ayurvedic perspective was available nor was 

clinical examination possible. The exact nature of Hetu (causative factors) was also not 

known. Girls in the college were given rubella vaccinations just before this incidence. 

Whether this had to do something with the present condition was also a doubt, because 

MMR vaccine has been reported being a probable antecedent to myelitis as per studies11. 

Since the onset was sudden, it was also feared that the disease may further progress and 

gradually even the upper parts of the body also may show Kriyahani. Considering that both 

the legs were affected and there was UruGaurava (~heaviness in thighs) Urustambha was 

suspected. The condition involved a range of different possible pathogeneses responsible 

for this condition and hence Margavarodha, probably Avarana to the movements of Vata; 

KaphavritaVyana, Meda or MamsavritaVata; or involvement of Majja were also considered. 

Probability of Sankramaka Vyadhi was also considered . At this stage it was Atyayika 

Avastha so involvement of Prana also needed to be considered. 

 Keeping all these factors in mind,Trailokyachintamani 60 mg was given to her after every 

three hours. Next day she was able to make little movement of her feet. On the third day 

she could sit in the bed and was able to move her legs slowly .Afterwards she took discharge 

against advice and was taken home. All the modern treatment, except physiotherapy was 

discontinued. Later on she was brought up for examination to the author.  

aurava in dakshin paada(right leg), whereas Supti was more  in vaama paada(left leg. There 

were certain patchy areas on left leg where the symptom of supti was more pronounced . 

Sensation for pain as well as temperature both was diminished at that time.Overall there 

was more sweating on the left side of the body. The symptom of auravawas  more 

pronounced in the morning after getting up. Gatisanga (~feeling of obstruction while 

walking) was ,especially in the morning. Grathita vibaddhamalapravritti (~hard stools and 

constipation), mostly ruteeyehnimalapravartana (~ bowel movements on alternate days), 

ootravegadharane shaktih (feeling of urge in micturation), lambita ajah ravrutti (~delayed 

menstruation) and shudhamandya (~loss of appetite) were also observed. Gandakapola 
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shotha was indicative of asa and Mamsadushti by Kaphapradhana Samadosha. The 

symptom of  ukhadooshikotpatti (~pimples) was also found increased. 

Although in this case all the causative factors in the form of Ahara- Vihara could not be 

completely found out initially, but later on it was found that she had consumed ‘Idli’ in large 

quantity last day and she was exposed to direct fan air. Idli contains Masha (black gram ) 

which is Brimhana, therefore might have increased Vikrita Meda. Also being Guru, it might 

have caused Ajeerna giving rise to Ama. It also causes Apanadushti leading to Udavartana 

and Gativikriti of Vata. Also exposure to fan air also helped in Vataprakopa and Srotorodha. 

All these factors might have led to Meda and Ama producing Avarana of Vata, which is 

observed in Samprapti of Urustambha. But the the factor of side effect of vaccination also 

can not be ruled out. 

Management and Outcome:  

Trilokyachintamani 125 mg was continued now morning and evening with Madhu and 

Ardraka Svarasa (honey and ginger juice) for a week. Triphala+ Ajamoda+ Saindhva were 

administered   in Apanakala (twice, before both the meals) with warm water.The drug  

Trailokyachintamani was later discontinued  and Suvarnasameerapannaga+ 

Navyasootashekhara+ Tapyadi loha were  administered at Niranna kala and Vyanodana 

kala (morning, on an empty stomach – and twice, after both meals) with Madhu and 

Ardraka Svarasa( honey and ginger juice ) . 

The patient then started standing,  and gradually walking with support after two- three 

weeks and she could walk without support within next two months. The symptom of supti 

was reduced. Mootravegadharanashakti was improved. Kshudha was increased. 

Since the symptom of Malavibandha was not much improved, in between for  two weeks, 

Gandharvahareetaki was added instead of Triphala at anakala which helped. At this stage,  

Nirooha Basti with Dashamoola Kwatha 900 ml, along with Erandasneha (castor oil)10 ml, 

Saindhava(rock salt) 5 gm, and Madhu( honey) 20 ml; and matrabasti with Dashamoola 

Taila 50 ml, with addition of 10 ml of Erandasneha were also given with Yoga Basti method.  

This therapy not only reduced the Vibandhabut also helped improve on the  Gatisanga. The 

classics advise against the administration of any panchakarma therapies to the patient 

suffering from Urustambha. However, in this case after having administered the medicines 

for Rukshana and Shoshana of Kapha, the Panchakarma therapies were deemed necessary 

at this stage and Basti was administered to the patient. . 

Symptoms like Gaurava, Gatisanga persisted for little longer and for these symptoms, 

instead of Suvarnasameerapannaga, Navajeevana Rasa was added later on.  This additional 

drug helped reduce the symptoms significantly in following twoweeks. With this change in 

medications there was some improvement in Ushna- Sheeta Sparshajnana (sensation of 
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temperature). For improving the sensation at this stage, vishatinduka taila was used for 

local application. Charakasamhita describes that if by mistake one applies oil in 

Urustambha, it can result into Urusadana, Krichrat uddharana and Supti. It is noticeable that 

in this case, right at the beginning these symptoms had developed. At this stage after initial 

Kaphaghna treatments use of this oil was considered useful and practically also results were 

observed accordingly. The vishatinduka oil   contains Kaphashoshaka, Amapachana and 

Srotorodhanashaka medicines. The important ingredient of Kupeelu performs Shoshana of 

Kapha and Pitta and increases the Vatagati. As a result, obstruction to the Vatagati is 

forcibly removed and Vatagati is normalised. Sparshajnanam asamshayam is the function of 

Vatavaha sira. Since with Kupeelu, rodha to vatagati in sira is removed, the symptom of 

supti is simultaneously reduced 

For vilambita vrjah pravritti chandraprabha was added to the combination of  medications 

administered at apanakala , it  acted as expected and also helped reduce the  

Mukhadooshika . After this the patient discontinued  treatment. 

Presently she works as an Ayurvedic consultant. while walking slight heaviness is felt and 

she walks bit slowly. The sensation for temperature is not completely normal. For which still 

some treatment is required and she has to take some Rasayana. 

Discussion: 

Trailokyachintamani is a wonderful medicine. As explained by Guneshastri, it is 

Vatakaphaghna. Being Ushna and Teekshna, it performs Vilayana and Chedana of Kapha 

and thus removes obstacle and helps normalize the gati of vata. This results in better 

control of vyanavayu on the movements of peshi and kandara (as per 

SharngadharaSamhita, kandara help in producing movements). It also results in removing 

accumulated kapha in sira, which is the  important event in the Samprapti of Urustambha. It 

is also agnideepana, hridya, sadyah ojaskara, balya, protects indriyas (thus the karmendriya 

- ‘pada’ also) and prana and is vishaghna. With these Gunakarma, it is one of the ideal 

medicines for atyayika and sankramaka vyadhi12. 

Suvarna sameerapannaga rasa is specially used in vatavyadhi. It acts on sookshma srotas 

and removes the obstacle of kapha by performing vilayana and Chedana , and removes the 

srotorodha. Hartala and manahshila, contents of Sameerapannaga, are snigdha  hence help 

in  vatashamana directly.   Thus the movements of vata are normalised13. In this case it 

helped to remove kapha accumulated in sira.  

Navyasootashekhara is an extraordinary kalpa prepared by late Vaidyaraja Mukundrao 

Gayakwad of Solapur. Sootashekhara is here fortified with addition of jaharmohra, 

untakatari moolatvak ghana, kukkutanakhi,  dhamasa and manganese bhasma. To 

understand more about it the readers are requested to go through Marathi book 
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‘Navyasootashekhara ani Shatayogaprabandha’.14Navyasootashekhara also acts on sira. It 

regulates the movements of vyana vayu. Because of its ingredients like vatsanabha, it 

quickly removes the obstacle of kapha, without aggravating the  itta. To avoid increase in 

Pitta was necessary since symptoms like Mukhadooshika were there and the Dushya Sira 

being Upadhatu of Rakta is closely linked with Pitta The medicine also has an evident action 

on  all the Indirya and hence helps to restore the activity of the karmindriya of Paada.. 

After having achieved a control over the state of the Dosha, Tapyadi Loha was used in later 

stages to provide bala to sira. Because of its ingredients like shilajatu it removes the 

obstacle of Kapha from sira. To avail the advantage of the ingredient shilajatu and to 

provide bala to sira, tapyadi was deemed necessary. But its Srotorodhanashaka and 

kaphaghna actions are  mild. So such a combination was necessary. Together this 

combination had better Gamitva at the Dushyas.In emergency or acute conditions many 

newly graduated Vaidyas (and some senior modern minded Vaidyas) tend to think that they 

are helpless and everything is to be done by modern doctors only. But at least in such cases 

where the modern treatment could not provide desired effects, Vaidyas have to handle the 

situation. Ayurvedic diagnosis is must for Ayurvedic treatment and then the classical line of 

treatment can be applied. In this case initially when the exact details were not known, based 

on considerations of Dosh-Dooshya-adhishthana etc., a safe and immediately effective way 

could be found out as per the guidance in Charaka Sootra 18. 15 While applying the 

Chikitsasootra, the Karma mentioned by texts are mandatory, but based on doshabala and 

vyadhibala etc., various kalpa suitable to perform that karma may be selected. Charaka 

siddhisthana 2ndadhyaya also gives freedom to the Vaidya who is actually attending the case 

to have minor deviations from the one mentioned in the texts16.  This liberty was taken at 

certain stages of this case. But overall the validity of textual guidelines is reaffirmed in all 

such cases. 

Conclusion: 

From a single case study like this, it would be farfetched to actually draw definite 

conclusions. Because as per the definition of Siddhanta, it takes a tedious and long process 

before a theory is established. But from many such cases which the author and many other 

Vaidyas have treated it may be concluded, that especially for such rare diseases where 

there is hardly any established  treatment as per modern medical science , or the modern 

treatment has not worked, when we think purely on the basis of Ayurvedic principles, the 

patients can be successfully treated. 
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Abstract  

As per Āyurvedic philosophy both digestion and nutrition deserve equal importance. One of 

the branches of octopartitive Āyurveda is Kāyachikitsāwhich implies the treatment of 

‘Antarāgni ’, which plays a vital role in the process of digestion. Several references regarding 

1) digestion, 2) functional factors involved in the process of digestion like agni, doṣa,and 

mala, 3) the structures involved like grahani, āmāshaya, pakvāshaya, etc. can be found   in 

the compendia and in the books like ‘Vaidyak Shabda Sindhu’. However, one does not find 

an independent book which describes the process of Digestion and Metabolism in Āyurveda 

and its related entities collectively. 

C.Dwarkanath , an highly educated academician and clinician who commands proficiency in 

both Āyurveda and modern medicine has gathered all references related to this vital 

process. References are presented in tabular manner to enable the reader to summarize 

and compare opinions at a glance. Like for example, references for normal and abnormal 

functions of pitta have been collectively mentioned on page33. The author has also 

explained this process with the help of philosophical opinions like pilupāka and pitharapāka 

hypotheses and has attempted to analyze all the references logically. The book mentions the 

uncommon definition of ‘pramā’ as stated by Vāchspatimishra& ‘pramāna’ by 

Udayanāchārya. Diagrammatic representations like for example those on pages 7, 48, 131 

have made the subject easy to understand. The author has included   his   own   

interpretation of Āyurvedic terminology and mentioned parallel understanding of these 
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terms with physiology and biochemistry trends present at that time , like for example, the 

similarity between the entity of pitta and bile.   

This book also provides conclusions of the research carried in relation to the process of 

digestion and metabolism, like the work of Dr. S.C.Dhyani on ‘grahani roga’ as also the 

experimental observations of the author himself from the studies conducted at Mysore& 

Jamnagar. This effort makes the content evidence based and up to date as per the data 

available at that time. The placement of corrigendum at the beginning, prior to initiation of 

the individual sections, as presented in this reprint, helps in accurate reading. 

Diseases and related components in physiology and pathology of the body have been 

described as per modern sciences as well as western medicine. For example, the book states 

that the enzymes are natural catalysts of biological origin, Cathepsin is a proteolytic enzyme 

present in all tissues of the body, and the explanation of the diseases like Hyper-Hypo 

thyroidism, Simond’s disease. 

While stating development of multi-cellular organisms from a single cell, the author quotes 

the reference from Santatukaram’sabhanga, thus presenting a different angle for looking at 

biological entities. Such a novel way of describing development has neither been stated in 

the Ayurvedic texts nor the modern medical sciences.  

A book containing 361 pages ends with an index that has included alphabetically arranged 

words mentioned in it, with their page number for reference. This makes the search very 

easy and less time consuming. 

Total content of the book is divided in to six sections. Section-1, 2 deal with embryological 

and anatomical theories and hypotheses, description of the factors involved in the process 

of digestion and metabolism and the concepts of kāla,pāchakpitta, prapāka etc. 

Section 1 

The author has given credit to PunarvasuAtreya[1] for being the first person to furnish a 

fairly precise, accurate description of the process of digestion and metabolism . 

Under the heading of anatomical considerations the author has mentioned koshtha and 

koshthāngas according to Carak, Sushruta and Vāgbhat. Koshthāngas are the ‘important 

viscerae of thoracic, abdominal and pelvic cavities and functionally specialized parts of the 

koshtha like the annavahasrotas. Among the koshthānga the term nābhi has been 

interpreted as pancreas. One finds that the author has a reason to make this statement 

because the umbilicus is an anatomical landmark which also indicates the organ present in 

the corresponding area of the abdomen. The pancreas lie in immediate vicinity of the nābhi 

on the stomach bed and that, in the opinion of the author, ‘could not have been missed by 
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ancient savants’. The nābhi refers to agnyāshaya or grahani and this makes the statement 

seem even more relevant. 

Embryological considerations are depicted to elaborate the relation between the organs of 

vrukka, basti, hrudaya, yakruta, nābhi and mahāsrotasa because all of these organs 

originate from the same primitive koshtha. Here the author differs with Sushruta in whose 

opinion all the organs are composed of doṣa and dhatu; like for example, vrukka = 

raktameda prasādat vrukkau![2] (~ thevrukka are formed as an essence of the rakta and 

medadhātu). 

The topic under the heading of Kalā and srotasa covers pittadharakalā, and its function of 

secretion (pittam accham udiryate)[3]. Author has noted experimental observations   to 

prove his hypothesis that the ‘pittadhara kala’ described by Sushruta and Vāgbhata is same 

as the mucosa of the pylorus and duodenum organs particularly and also of the small 

intestine in general. 

Secretory glands and villi are both termed as srotāmsi, and this as per etymological 

understanding ‘sru = sravane’ means permeation or dissemination of rasa to other elements 

of the body. It is also explained that the same srotasa serve as a common conduit for 

prasāda and mala both (~ conduit for both the useful or essence part and the waste, 

excretory part produced after digestion). 

After anatomical consideration the author has focused on the physiological aspect of 
digestion and metabolism.The pitta doṣa is the physical manifestation of the element of 
agni in the body and hence the author has described the same in great detail. 

Concept of pitta – Apart from commonly cited references from popular Āyurvedic 

compendia like Carak and Sushruta Samhitā, the author includes the quotations of Bhattoji 

from commentary on Kaumudi –‘Tapati ushmānam utpādayati iti pittam’ which explains the 

generation of heat and its relation to pitta. Pitta plays a role similar to that of heat and light 

experienced in nature outside. Terms dāha, pāka related to pitta are interpreted as burning, 

parinamana&parāvrutti respectively as mentioned in Dahlana and Medinee commentaries. 

However, the author disagrees to equate pitta with bile secreted by the liver. Author states 

that bile salts can be considered as a part of much wider concept represented by the 

pāchakapitta. Pāchakapitta concept has been explained with the help of research and 

understanding from the field of enzymology. 

The term jātharagni is correlated with several enzymes which participate in the digestion of 

different components of food in the small intestine. The process of digestion is mentioned 

under the heading of pāka. 
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Pāka and its Implications- Under this heading the author has highlighted the importance and 

contribution of the darshana shāstra to Āyurveda, as Physics and Chemistry have 

contributed to biological science. 

Peelupāka and Pithārapāka are important concepts from the Nyāya VaisheshikaDarshan 

which includes the description of subtle and smallest unit of a substance called ‘paramānu’. 

Nityatva and anityatva of the parmānu is explained with the help of perfect example. The 

author states the example of light, which according to modern physics has two aspects, the 

part of light visible as corpuscles (nitya) or the light that enters into eye; the other aspect is 

the light in form of waves (anitya) which suggests the particular quantity of light received. 

This explanation provides a good example for understanding the concept of parmānu with 

the help of hypotheses stated by modern sciences. This explanation thereafter helps to 

understand the Peelupāka and Pitharapāka nyāya in a better way. The Pitharapāka is 

interpreted as physical change, the stages of prapāka – vipāka involve physical change while 

the peelupāka is the hypothesis which indicates chemical change occurring in the ingested 

food during digestion. 

Process of digestion in Āyurveda after pāka, is described under the headings of āvasthāpāka 

and vipāka along with the detailed description about these processes. 

Avasthā pāka - Gastro intestinal digestion of food is termed as āvasthāpāka. Dravyādi 
saptapadārtha, veerya, vipāka terminologies are mentioned here. Difference of opinions 
regarding the pānchabhautika structure of dravya, basic to rasa is tabulated later on page 
72. A totally new outlook towards the pānchabhautika constitution of substances and the 
trigunātmaka attributes of these in relation to the modern expressions of proteins, carbon, 
nitrogen has been explained here. It is stated that pārthiva compounds such as proteins 
form the basis of shleshmā. Trigunātmaktva of some elements is also mentioned as 
Nitrogen and its compounds are said to be tāmasic, Carbon and its compounds are 
described as sātvica etc.Achintya shakti of dravya is explained on the basis of physics and 
the chemical concept of isomerism, which gives better understanding of the achintyashakti 
to the students as they have studied throughout their prior academics under the aegis of 
physics and chemistry. Such types of examples which make the book essentially unique are 
appreciated by students and teachers alike. 

Prapāka – Author states that the end products of digestion in the buccal cavity mark the 

beginning of the madhura bhāva of prapāka. For this he refers to the function of tejas 

element of lāla mentioned in Āyurvedasootra&Yoganad commentary (15th A.D.). Credit is 

given to our sages who have described madhura prapāka in ancient texts. These concepts 

have later on been described by modern sciences, like for example in urdhvaamāshaya 

insoluble starches are converted in to completely soluble form & taste of end product of this 

reaction is sweet (However, no reference has been given here). 

Amlabhāva is correlated with the conversion of insoluble protein in to soluble peptones 

under the influence of the enzyme pepsin in the presence of HCl. 
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Katubhāva or avasthāpāka describes events in the pakvāshaya that lead to the formation of 

fecal matter and gases. The author mentions that this statement has also been supported by 

modern researchers later on. 

The major component responsible for digestion and metabolism is pitta, but some specific 

types vātadoṣa and kaphadoṣa also play a vital role in the process and hence the chapters 

that follow include a detailed description about them.  

The direct involvement of samāna and apānavāyu in the process of digestion has also been 

described. Functions ascribed to samānavāyu are performed for the most part by the 

intrinsic nerves of stomach and intestine. Cranio –sacral inervation is stated to explain the 

role of apānavāyu. Kledaka kapha is correlated with mucous secreted by glands of the 

stomach. 

After discussion about physiological entities and the process of digestion with the help of 

jātharāgni the author has explained the concepts of dhātvagnipāka and bhutāgnipāka. 

Dhātvagnipāka or metabolic transformation – This topic covers the etymology or vyutpatti 

of the term dhātu, concept of sthāyi dhātu, dhātvagni, dhātuvaha srotasa, upadhātu &mala.  

The formation of poshya - poshakadhātu and mala is presented in tabular form. Maxims or 

Nyaaya related to digestion like kshira dadhi nyāya = doctrine of enmasse transformation, 

Kedāri kulya nyāya, Khale kapota nyāya are stated as hypotheses for the pattern of 

distribution of poshaka dhātu.  

Time required for dhātu formation is mentioned from Samhita with the calculation of time 

(kālagananā ) according to Varāhamihira. It is inferred that 40 hours and 12 minutes are 

approximately required for the formation of each dhātu.  

Dhātvāgnipāka and some modern biochemical developments - Author describes uniqueness 

of Āyurveda by stating that early findings form a part of an existing conceptual scheme.  He 

also states that modern biochemistry has yet to offer a unified concept of intermediate 

synthesis and maintenance metabolism including the time required for the formation of 

connective and other tissues from the time food is absorbed from the small intestine. 

Bhutāgnipāka is mentioned as per opinions in Carak Samhita. Phosphorylation (addition of 

phosphate group to the intestinal monosaccharides) is stated as reminiscent in some 

respects of the description of bhutāgnipāka. 

This book also correlates some other terms with modern sciences for exampleāma is similar 

to histotoxic anoxia. Catabolism and anabolism are referred as kitta and prasādapāka 

respectively. 
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 While describing nishthāpaka author mentions metabolism of carbohydrates and fats; 

pathways control and regulation of carbohydrates, role of Yakruta in maintenance of 

nutrient balance and also that respiration implies energy production within the cell and 

bond energy. 

In the last two sections the author has depicted energy transfer, breakdown of 

carbohydrates, synthesis metabolism, exchange of  fluid across capillaries ,membranes and 

permeability  and their correlate-interpretation  as per Āyurvedic philosophy ,for example 

on page no.282 keto acids are converted into fats and carbohydrates by liver cells. Fats are 

interpreted as snehadravya and carbohydrates are interpreted as madhuradravya.The liver 

cells are interpreted as paramānu of yakruta. Fat may be stored as liver and tissue glycogen 

or it may be added to the fat pool of the body. 

Major contribution 

The Book is good for the readers well versed with physiology, biochemistry and modern 

medicine, to interpret the knowledge of Āyurveda in terms which they would understand 

better. 

1. Compilation of all references related to the processes of digestion and metabolism 

has been done and is presented in tabular manner by which opinions are 

summarized and can be compared at a glance. For example the compilation of 

normal and abnormal functions of pitta on page33, provides a clear understanding 

of the subject. 

2. The book includes an index of alphabetically arranged words mentioned in this book 

at the end, with their page numbers for reference. This makes the search easier and 

less time consuming. 

3. Diagrammatic representations like those on page 7, 48, 131 have made the subject 

easy to understand. 

4. The placement of corrigendum, prior to initiation of the sections helps in flawless 

and accurate reading and understanding of the topic. 

5. Important hypotheses from the Darshanashāstras like peelupāka and pithārapāka 

are duly mentioned and have been analyzed logically.  

6. The book mentions uncommon definition of ‘pramā’ by Vachspatimishra & 

‘pramāna’ by Udayanāchārya. 

7. The Author has given his own Interpretation of Āyurvedic terminology in parlance 

with physiology and biochemistry trends present at that time. 

8. This book is provided with conclusions of the research work carried out relative to 

the digestion process and metabolism, like ‘grahani Roga’ by S.C. Dhyani, 

Experimental observations by Dwarkanath etal in Mysore& Jamnagar, which makes 

the content evidence based and update.  
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9.  Related components, diseases are described as per modern sciences and western 

medicine for example enzymes are natural catalysts of biological origin. Cathepsin is 

the proteolytic enzyme present in all tissues of the body, Hyper-Hypo thyroidism, 

and Simond’s disease. 

10. While stating development of multi celled organisms from a single cell author quotes 

the reference from Santatukaram’sabhanga also. 

However, the book can be updated by Review of some opinions, fulfillment of lacunae, 

better presentation-mentioned as ‘tantraguna’ by Acharya. 

Scope 

Review of some opinions –Some opinions by the author should be reviewed such as: 

1. In case of srotasa, annavaha srotasa is also referred to channels of transport of digested 

food from the intestine to the circulatory fluid medium i.e. rasadhātu. But as per 

definition of srotasa according to Caraka[4]  the territory of rasavaha srotasa starts at 

this point and  therefore it should not be included in annavahasrotasa but it should be 

included in rasavahasrotrasa. 

2. Thermal motion and Brownian motion are mentioned and it is stated that for every 

motion agni is necessary this statement seems to be controversial to Āyurvedic concept 

that indicates for every motion vātadoṣa is responsible.  

3. Regarding dhatvāgnipāka the author opines that dhātvāgnipāka represents changes 

which may take place between the moment of entry of a nutrient in to the organism 

and the moment of discharge of ultimate chemical products in to environment. But 

according to sages jātharāgnipāka and bhutāgnipāka also play vital part in those 

changes. 

4. All the developments in the field of biochemistry are described with the help of 

Āyurvedic terminology. Such efforts always provide points for debate.  It is better to 

learn Āyurvedic concept and modern concepts separately. 

Fulfillment of lacunae– External factors like seasons[5] or state of mana[6] which can affect 

the process of digestion and metabolism are not mentioned in this book . 

Better presentation– The presentation of the book can be improved with the inclusion and 

consideration of certain points 

1 Ativistāra– Indetail description of kalāwhich is not expected in relation to digestion for 

example raktadharākalā, shukradharākalā  etc., pāka and its implications – Detail 

description from darshana can be mentioned in short. 

2 Punarukti– Repetition for example regarding pittadhārakalā page no.13 & page no.18, any 

impairment of agni involves ipso – facto the impairment of grahani& vice a versa. 
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3Printing mistakes– Some missing words can be added to the list of corrigenda like shloka 2 

second word on page 154.vajjala should be vijjala etc.  

4 Upgradation– The book can be updated with the help of experimental work from 

Āyurveda and current updates from Patho-Physiology or modern sciences. 
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